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First extinguishing directional-explosive, pulverizing 200liters bomb was designed  by prof. Vladimir 
Zakhmatov  on the First of May, 1986 tested on the Second of May at “Rudy Forest”= high radioactive for-
est area. It technology save life and health for some hundreds of firemans and soldiers, must be go into 
“Rudy Forest” for suppressed local fires, inflaming in dry forest fire every hour.  The 160-250liters bomb 
equipped by wet sand, dirty or water with foam and it effective extinguished area was up 100-250sq.m.This 
high-precisely of bomb provides by little time of pulverization of all extinguishing mass and there shaking 
of bomb not influence on hit the fire. The helicopter can not to stop under fire. Nowtime this bomb-fire-
technology develop for same types of bomb: for precisely bombing the any fire, include fast-spreading up-
per fire from safety  height up to 2000-3000m; bomb for helicopter flying  under 500m and ensure with se-
ries of volleys large scale, uniform high effective forest-fire-fighting without reinflammations. Final stage of 
precisely local, forest fire-fighting under fall down & landed trees, in hole of trees, in ravines, holes realize 
with long-range, universal, handle pulse-pulverizator. The new technolo- gy have great perspectives because 
of simple, cheap, high effectively; universal precisely pulveri ze of liquids, gel, powders, dust, water not 
cleaned before, sand, wet sand, earth, dirty, miry.  
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Experts say that Russia has long 
been invented bombs to extinguish 
fires, and special technology by which 
to eliminate any forest-fire, power. 
However, responsibility for fire safety 
officials in no hurry to purchase such 
non-lethal, risqué, active, high-pre-
cisely, fire-fighting   ammunition for 
decrease every year,  great economy 
and Ecology losses.  The first bomb was 
designed, field-produce and used nu-
merously since 2 of May 1986 for fast, 
remote control, high-precisely extin-
guishing of inflammations at “Rudy 
Forest” – highest radioactive forest-area 
at Chernobyl Zone. Burned in Cherno-
byl ecological safe fast forest fire-
fighting Technology, created during 
first days of Chernobyl catastrophe … 

Pict.1. First extinguishing directional-explosive, 
pulverizing bomb of 200liters capacity 

Pict.2. “TSA-500” blow flame at area up to 
1000m2, but after 5-10min there can be re-

inflammations 

First extinguishing directional-
explosive, pulverizing bomb was de-
signed by prof. Vladimir Zakhmatov – 
Brequet on the 1-th of May, 1986 tested 
on the 2-th of May at “Rudy Forest”= 
high radioactive forest area with 1000-
2500 roentgens per hour. Capacity of 
this bomb is not more than 2001iters. 
The bomb equipped by wet ground, 
sand, dirty or water with foam. The ef-
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fective extinguishing square was up to 
150sq.m This high-precisely of bomb 
provides by little time of pulverization 
of all extinguishing mass and there 
shaking of bomb not influence on hit 
the fire. The helicopter can not to stop 
under fire. 

uthor worked since 1983 with 
State Scientific-Production Enterprise 
(SSPE) “Basalt” for investigation of 
processes of explosive, directional pul-
verizing of special agent. On the base of 
results of abovementioned, author’s ex-
perience of bombing forest, fire-fighting 
at Chernobyl area there in SSPE “Bas-
alt” started Project of “TSA-500” (air-
craft fire fighting) since 1987.  Russian 
defense workers have demonstrated this 
bomb for foreign military attaches in 
October 1999 and bring them to the 
state final sample began in the year 
2000. It bomb pulverize water all over 
round area up to 1000m2 (diameter 30-
32m) and blow flame completely, but 
no ensure cooling of scorched, carbon-
ized wood’s surface all over it area, 
therefore after 5-10min at area there can 
be re-inflammations. From other side 
the metallic, not thin body of “TSA-
500” create numerous high speed splin-
ters, defeated at range up to 200m – 
non-safety area increase blowing flame 
area in 100-120times. Therefore  “TSA-
500” can use very limited – only for fast 
stop of front of upper forest fire by pre-
cisely bombing the front from safety 
height – 2-3km. Nowtime there is no 
other way of operation. 

TSA-500 bomb containing less half 
a ton of fire-fighting compounds and 
ability to repay a fire in an area of 1 
thousand square meters. meter was in-
vented at the State Scientific-Production 
Enterprise (SSPE) of Basalt.  The 
bombs were supposed to do in combat 

aircraft as teaching, they planned to use 
to extinguish fires. The explosion of 
such a bomb in the air, sprayed fire-
fighting compound, which puts even the 
strongest of the flame. The normal dis-
charge from the aircraft extinguishing 
agents because of the rising flow of hot 
air he gets to fire only partially. As not-
ed by the designers from “Basalt”, 
TSA-500 provides one hundred percent 
delivery of mass extinguishing agents in 
fire zone, but really it up 30% thin pul-
verize, small water droplets delivery to 
carbonized wood upper lay – main tar-
get ot forest fire-fighting. The explosion 
also creates an additional factor of fire – 
air shock wave and high-speed, defeat-
ed splinters of bomb’s body, the news-
paper “Komsomolskaya Pravda”. 

According to experts, at the same 
time, such weapons are no safe for hu-
mans. Recent examples of TSA-500 can 
be reset, not only with combat aircraft, 
but also with civil IL-76 or AN-12. De-
spite the reasonable performance of 
such bombs, the question of pro-
curement at the state level has not been 
resolved. According to the newspaper, 
five years ago, the state administration 
“Avialesookhrana” considering buying 
bombs TSA-500, but it never took 
place. MOE, having considered the op-
tion of fire arms, too, eventually aban-
doned the purchase. According to the 
“KP”, scientists were asked to increase 
the power of bombs on the order to the 
area of its action was not less than 10 
hectares but it no can be done with 
lonely great, high-cost bomb. It can be 
done with numerous cheap WB. Tech-
nology forest-fire-fighting, developed 
by scientists, are the successive appli-
cation of different methods of extin-
guishing. First bombers dropped TSA 
put out the blaze. Then, IL-76 and Be-
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200 is shipped smoldering areas. The 
Mi-26, Mi-8 and Ka-32P point Dump-
ing water eliminated some small pock-
ets. According to calculations, the entire 

operation to the complete elimination of 
the vast source of fire may be no more 
than an hour. 

Pict. 3. Water Bomb 160-liters water capacity (WB-160) from 15m height ensure forest fire-
fighting at 250sq.m (range=15m) of pines forest from 3-5m height. 

Author prolonged the investigation 
and create the new other water, extin-
guishing bomb, well tested at ravines at 
field-range’s area of Kalush chemical 
plant, close to Carpthian mountains and 
after at these mountains; pine forest 
close to Staleva Vola, Poland;  Crimea 
mountains close Jalta, Ukraine; plate of 

Karmal mountain, close to Haifa, Israel; 
 Volga, Saratov and Samara regions, 
Russia. The water bomb with plastic, 
firm body made of ordinary, plastic bar-
rel capacity 160 or 220liters, with ra-
dial-profiled bottom. These bomb en-
sure effective extinguishing at square 
200-300m2. Volley with four bombs, 
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placed at fixed position, can to stop fire 
on the area up to 2000-2500m2.  It is fi-
nal extinguishing, because of penetrat-
ing, blast pulverization of numerous 
water droplet into scorched, carbonized 
wood’s surface all over it area, therefore 
at the area there are no re-inflamma-
tions. From other side the plastic, thin 
bodies of “WB-160”, “WB-220” create 
small no-defeated splinters, flying at 
range up to 5m inside extinguishing ar-
ea. Therefore  “WB-160”, “WB-220” 
can use no limited for extinguishing low 

and upper forest fire by cower bombing 
step-by-step the forest fire area from 
safety height 200-1000m. This bombs 
completely safe for forest, bush, ani-
mals and human.  The effective height 
of pulverizing blasting  from 8 to 25 m. 
It we use bomb with short delay blast-
ing helicopter can flight on height up to 
1000 m. Nowadays its most perfect de-
sign of water bomb on the base for of 
which industrial  water bomb can be 
produced nowadays. 

Pict. 4. Water bomb 220liters water capacity (WB-220) from 20m height ensure forest fire-
fighting at 310m2 (diameter = 20m) of pines forest of 3-5m height. 

Analyse of abovementioned investi-
gations showed a novel approach of 
dispersing agents, including liquids, 
foam, powder and at first viscous, 
sticky agents(most effective for forest 
fire-fighting) and at first ecology clean 
natural materials – sand, ground, dust, 
snow, employing propelling energy to 
pulverize directly these agents and ma-

terials to small particles ranging (in size 
from 5 to 100 micron) and discharge its 
uniformly over large square, ensuring 
definite parameters speed, angle, con-
centration of contacting the extinguish-
ing front with scorching, carbonized 
various surfaces of firing trees, bushes, 
grass.
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The propelled energy of directional 
blast wave penetrates into the mass of 
extinguishing substances contained in a 
specifically designing light container, 
create high-precisely dispersing above-
mentioned, various extinguishing agent 
or natural material onto the definite fir-
ing square to obtain fast and reliable 
forest fire suppression. The pulse-
pulverizing devices not create the long 
range, defeating fragments. The Pulse 
Forest Fire-Fighting Technology  main 
features are: 

1).Conventional and environment 
friendly cheap fire extinguishing agents 
in many times (50 to 100) smaller quan-
tities than their usual requirement. 

2). Effective forest fire-fighting with 
natural, ecology clean materials ground, 
sand, dirty, miry, dust, snow, dispersed 
ice. 

3). Effective, uniformly, long-range, 
large-square dispersing and pulveriza-
tion of viscose and sticky agents most 
effective for forest fire-fighting. 

4). No need for pressurized cylinders 
and piping and other expensive pneu-
matically and hydraulically equipment. 

5). Increased effectiveness on a 
weight volume basis. 

6). Discharge range is triple that of 
the conventional systems. 

7). Rapid discharge and suppression 
time-from 0,1 sec to 1 sec. 

8). Large volume or area rapid cov-
erage, long distance or height of 100m 
and over. 

9). Cost effective-low cost of owner-
ship-life cost cycle. 

10). Simple installation and minimal 
maintenance required. 

11). Operates with high precisely 
and efficiency at hard-to reached areas 
of– emergency’s. 

12). Long shelf-life over 10 years. 

We present stage-by-stage PFFF 
Technology realize with complex usage  
abovementioned water bombs and orig-
inal extinguisher: First stage – stop and 
localization of front of upper fire with 
mass (cover) bombardment by sighting 
throw down largest (battle type) extin-
guishing bombs -“TSA-500” from civil 
airplanes and military, including bom-
bardiers flying at safety height from 
1000m to 2000 m. It bombs can ensure 
the effective usage for forest fire-
fighting of military airplanes and heli-
copters, at first. Really it’s unique tech-
nology – lonely can to stop the front of 
upper forest fire. It technology prepare 
the real possibility of widely usage of 
most effective aircraft forest fire-
fighting from low height usage of sus-
pended, cone-pulverized bombs. 

Second stage – helicopter’s sus-
pended bombs and multi-bombs units 
for high-precisely pulse-pulverizing 
from low height or bombing from any 
height.  Sighting bombardment step-by-
step for effective extinguishing-final 
blowing flame, destruction and cooling 
of carbonized, scorching wood upper 
lay by directional pulverization of nu-
merous water droplets, penetrating in-
side the upper lay – all over, uniformly 
forest fire area.  

There are two versions of frame de-
sign: as a  simple sack and sack with 
firm round upper part,  for example 
made of rubber tiers. This is most safe 
and cheap design of frame, compact for 
transporting when water charged into 
frame only before usage. There de-
signed and well tested at field-range and 
real fire 2versions of bomb’s body 
made of large sacks, fixed at upper 
round base – rubber car’s tire, for ex-
ample. There are most cheap, safety and 
simple construction of extinguishing 
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bombs – compact, suitable for transport 
and final charged with extinguishing 

agent or natural material at lace, close 
to upper line at airport. 

Pict. 5. First stage of PFFFT is stop and localization of  upper fire’s front by bombing with nu-
merous “TSA-500” precisely bombing from safety height 2-4km. 

Pict. 6. Second stage – uniform pulse pulverization step-by-step local area after local area. 

Third final stage of forest-fire-fighting 
precisely extinguishing of local forest fires 
and reinflammations by little helicopters 
with suspend lonely bombs- couple of 

sacks or 4-bombs unit. More effective, 
simple and cheap are parachute-landing 
 firemans and jeep-transported firemans, 
but best is crossroad, fasted and popular 
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firemans on motor-cycles equipped with 
long-range, universal pulse extinguishers 
shoot-pulverizing wet or dry the natural 
materials – ground, miry, dirty, snow, ice. 
dust and etc. For example if shoot-pulverize 
1kg sand the range horizontal up to 30m, 
and vertical up to 14m. At first it ensure 
compete independence of fire-fighting pro-
cess from transport of extinguishing agents 
and give real possibilities for fast  extin-
guishing of numerous fire searches at large 
areas and zones not reached for transport. 
Up now time the longitudinal and power of 
fire-operation in main depend from extin-
guishing agents delivery by aviation, lorry, 
jeeps and fire-mans, volunteers at hard-to-
reached areas – hills, ravines, mountains, 
canyons. At first it ensure fire-fighting op-
erations – completely independence, longi-
tudinal, practically not limited for period, 
power. This new extinguisher can and may 
to do the fire-mans on motorcycles most ef-
fective, fast, popular for forest fire-fighting 
and may be other fires too. 

Pict. 7. Water bomb with plastic soft body-
sack capacity up to 300-500liters.  

.

Pict.8. Professional, universal shoot-
pulverizator of various, natural, materials: 
ground, dirty, sand, dust, snow, ice and etc. 
Best equipment for Fireman on motorcycle- 

crossroad, fasted transport in European coun-
tries with well numerous road’s net. 

Additional stage – protection the 
important industry objects from spread-
ing front of forest fire. The forest fire-
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fighting can accomplish above-
mentioned all stages of forest fire-
fighting It stage is high   important – 
because it protect the important objects 
and at potential area covering  by forest 
fire spreading  front. 

Pict.9. At first all over World – instant for 
1sec: extinguishing local fires at area of 15m2 
with 2kg dust and 1,1m2 scorched wood with 

single liter of clean water.  

Multibarrels modules, mounted on 
the tank-chassis, caterpillar-chassis, 
cross-road jeep-chassis for forest-fire-
fighting along roads and protection of 
objects:  military, industry, state, nu-
clear power stations, villages, cottages, 
suburbs from forest-fires. Multi-barrels 
modules ensure volleys-pulse direc-
tional pulverization of ecology clean 
agents and some natural materials en-
sure real, large scale, autonomy, flexi-
ble control activity for forest fire-

fighting, protection the objects, risqué 
the fireman’s and peoples out of firing 
area. The mutibarrels modules  attain 
high extinguishing effectively by small 
size particles with great surface sum-
mary square, high speed of extinguish-
ing particles and vortex ability to influ-
ence multiply at same place and pene-
tration inside complex  structure and 
narrow slits. This way ensure large 
scale, high effectively FFFPT with 
small mass of cheap agents and eco-
logical safe natural materials. 

Pict. 10. Multibarrels unit on the tank-chassis 
for protection of military, industry, 

government, nuclear power stations, villages, 
cottages, suburbs from forest-fires. 
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i t.11. 50-barrels «Impulse-3 » – remote 
control extinguishing for 1,5sec of 2 local fires 
200×2=400sq.m witn volley-shot pulverization 
of 200kg extinguishing powder from distance 

of 60m. 

Proposed method and pulse-pul-
verize technique overcame in many 
times the effectivity of traditional 
aviation technology pouring great wa-
ter mass, including salt, sea water on-
to forest fires (see table 1). Single-
stop IL-76 or Boeing-747 pouring off 
up to 30-40tons of water from mini-

mal height 500m. It provides suppres-
sion flame on the area of 8-10 hec-
tares. But after 5-10min there will 
numerous reinflammations. It opera-
tion need timely support of some fire-
machines or aviation bombing with 
WB-160 (220 or 350) liters. 

 Pict. 12. This one-stop IL-76 or Boeing-747 
pouring off up to 30-40tons of water from min-

imal height 500m. It provides suppression 
flame on the area of 8-10 hectares. But after 5-
10min there will numerous reinflammations. It 

operation need timely support of some fire-
machines or aviation 

nclusion: the new technology of 
forest fire-fighting with various extin-
guishing bombs at first ensure important 
advantageous: simplicity, cheap, flexi-
ble control, high precisely, high safety 
when fighting of various forest fires, 
shortest period of various forest fire-
fighting operations.  
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Comparison Table of  Aviation systems for forest fire extinguishing. 

System // 
Parameters. 

Explosive-pulverize aviation 
bomb-author’s patents. 

Traditional 
pouring off 
Jettisoning 

pulverization 
TSA-500 
(Bazalt)

WB-160, WB-220, 
WB-350

% effective usage exiting. agent 
Bomb’s Agent.Mass/ Specifi cal. 

mass kg/sq.m
10 – 30 

330 / 2 – 3 
60-90 

160 / 0,5 – 0,7 
1 – 3 

3000 / 10 – 50 

Height air-apparatus flight, m 100 – 3000 100 – 3000 < 200 
Pulverize height from ground, m

“Bombing” precisely 
Square Extingh. Sq.m. 

Timely Blowing Flame sq.m.

1 – 3
High 

80 – 110 
1000 

10 – 30
High 

220 – 350 
250 – 310

10 – 50 
Poor

100 – 150 
1500 – 2500 

Firefighting cost per m2, USD. 0,4-0,5 0,9 – 1,4 20 – 30 

Pulverizing agent and materials Water,
solutions

Water,solution, gel, 
wet sand, dirty, miry

Water, 
solution 

Ensure evacuation way peoples
Blow wave and splinters defeat

dangerous for 
life of people

Effective- safe for 
people Poor effective 
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PROBLEMS OF ORGANISATION OF TEST 
PERFORMANCE IN SENSOR NETWORKS 

APPLIED FOR ENVIRONMENT MONITORING 
Mashkov V.A., Mashkov O.A., Abidov S.T. 

University J.E.Purkyne, 
Ceske mladeze 8, Usti nad Labem 40096, 

Czech Republic 
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Currently sensor networks are widely used in many areas such as aerospace, automation, 
weather forecast, medical monitoring, natural event monitoring, object tracking, monitoring prod-
uct quality, combat field reconnaissance, military command and control and environment moni-
toring. Working conditions of sensor networks applied for environment monitoring have placed 
new challenges to sensor networks developers due to the low availability of resources and mobile 
nature of sensor nodes. Harsh environment where the sensor nodes are deployed often leads to 
sensor node failures. Requirement to continue monitoring even when some sensor nodes have 
failed increases to a great extent the requirement to ensuring fault-tolerance of sensor networks. 
Technical diagnosis is considered as a major part of the facilities allowing providing fault-
tolerance of any complex system. Any omitted error can lead to failure of a complex system such 
as sensor network is. Mostly, detection of faulty sensor nodes can be performed by network itself 
without external facilities. Such diagnosis requires appropriate organization of individual test per-
formance. In the paper we consider different organization of tests performance in complex system 
such as sensor network. Each possible organization of tests performance is evaluated and the cor-
responding recommendations about its applicability are given. Keywords: diagnosis, sensor net-
works, environment monitoring, environment. 
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